Assignment - Search and Cite

LIB/COM/PAF 3040 Information and Society
Professor Klusek

Find a scholarly article on an information policy issue from an EBSCOhost database and another from Google Scholar.

Your search topic should be on a current information policy issue. Choose one from the list of scenarios posted on our Course Guide or choose one that interests you.

Record your search strategy and write up your observations.

Send me by e-mail a written report analyzing your search experience along with the citations to the articles (use MLA format). This assignment is due (in my mailbox) before class on Wednesday February 25th.

The search observation should include these points: What steps you used in your search. The list of search terms you used. How you modified or refined your search. The number of results you obtained. Your assessment of the results (too many, too few, relevant or not). How you felt during the search process. Your overall satisfaction with the results and with the search process.